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C::()ntrlbutl()nS
Send your check to my ... oops,
sorry, you mean that type of contribution. We here at The Hotbox are
always in need of new material.
Here are a few examples:

ON TOE COVER: Norfolk Southern# 3221 on train H75 is seen switching a cement plant in
Pennsylvania. Photo: Mark MacDougall

f'eature A.rtldes1
This is what we' re always
looking for. From a railfan
trip, to your home layout's
story, or your own story. Size
can range from a paragraph to a
full page. Pictures are always
appreciated . New officers are
too

Cdumns1
Full of great tips on layout
improvement? Got a million
reasons Alco is better than
Whitcomb? Start a monthly, or
bi-monthly column .. Size same
as features.
Jloote>s and 1Jrawlmts1
Got a great photo collection
you want to show-off? Got a
notebook full of railroad cartoons, or layout logos? Send
them to the Hotbox staff for
consideration.
send illl Submlssk>ns.
()r lie>tbe>x questk>ns w1
Peter Maurath
13212 Wilton Ave.
Cleveland, OH 44135

()r emall ati
TAMRHotbox@aol.com
Please don't eat
the daises!

GET WIRED
Check out TAMR on the web at:
www.TAMR.org
Or Join our online yahoo news
group, by contacting:
pivotpin@TAMRorg
(By joining you ' ll receive updates on TAMR news and
events, plus be connected to
dozens of other T AMR members. There' s no cost to join this
group, do it today! )

• If you have a web site relating
to trains or model railroading,
why not join the TAMR web
ring. It costs nothing, and provides a link for all TAMR members to find other TAMR sites.
To join, send your e-mail address and web site URL to
pivotpin@tarnr.org

F Q RM 1 9
Well, it' s unofficial, summer's over. Thoughjudging
by the mercury outside
you've still got at least a
few more weeks or month 's
(depending on your location) before we batten down
the hatches and brace ourselves for another winter.
Yup even the holidays are
only a paltry 3 month's
away. It's never to early to
start your Christmas shopping! Judging by the retailers though, you ' d think it
was here already.
Enough of that depressing
talk. Anyway welcome to
September. This month's
main feature is the 2005
Summer Convention Report
courtesy Charles Warczinsky. Along with an intrepid
crew, Charles spent a few
days trackside in the lovely
Hoosier state and Chicago
area. It reads like a fun
weekend for us train enthusiasts and brings me to my
next topic. The 2006 Summer National Convention.
Actually, I can't discuss it,
because there isn' t one
planned as of yet. This is a
problem. Unless events of
this magnitude are planned
almost a year in advance or
better there is little chance
of them being successful.
This years national came
and went with hardly a word

A message from your editor in chief

about next years.
Pardon me ifl date
myself but I can remember a time in the
not so recent past
when members were
nearly coming to
blows over who
would host the convention and where .
Sadly those days
have passed.

Tim Vermande, photo.

Or have they? Look at this
group, for the first time in
probably decades the Hotbox is on an even keel.
Membership, though lower
then it was two years ago, is
stabilizing and, dare I say it,
growing. The Winter National Convention still pulls
in nearly thirty members
every year, from across the
U.S. We ' ve got a column in
a national rail publication,
members sponsoring tables
at shows, I could go on.
This group is far from comatose. So why should our
National Convention be?
One of the reasons I stayed
in this group as long as I did
was because of all the fun I
had at those National 's.
The new friends, the sights,
the drives, the mishaps (the
best part in some cases),
everything was a blast, and I
looked forward to it every
year. SO think about it. A

word to the wise thoughit' s not an easy j ob. If you
step-up, BE PREPARED.
My final words will be a
welcome to a few new
faces!•

Jesse DuBois
242 Millerton Road
Lakeville CT 06039
860-435-3066

jessedb@comcast.net
Bday: 8/24/1991 (14)
Layout: De.er Mountain
Pass
Scale: 0
Drew Read
1410 Briarcliff Dr.
Woodstock GA 30189
770-516-1444

andrew_c_read@yahoo.
com
Bday: 04-19-93 (12)
Layout: The Read Railway,
Scale: HO
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By: Oltareos Warezi1ts/iy
The 2005 Teen Association of
Model Railroader's Summer National Convention was held July 1012. The convention "sites" were in
the South Bend, Indiana area,
along with a side trip to the east
side of the Chicagoland region.
There were two T AMR members in
attendance, myself, and David
Cenci, along with two guests.
The convention kicked off Sunday
morning, around 10:30 am. I picked
David up at his house, and the two
of us drove to the magical land of
Indiana. After railfanning along the
way we arrived at the campground
in Granger, IN (near Mishawaka) where we would
spend the next couple of
nights. After setting up the
tent, we met up with a friend
of mine, Ruth, and headed
over to Elkhart to do some
train watching.

video and for me to realize that I
had to beat that train to the crossing
in order to get some decent shots of
it passing us. It turned out I didn't
need to worry too much as we beat
the train to the Amtrak station by a
good 60-90 seconds . This was the
first of six trains that we saw while
actually parked at the depot.
After dinner at a local Burger King ,
which happened to be right next a
CN line, we went to a nearby dollar
theatre for some non-train entertainment, then back to the campground around one thirty for some
sleep. Any dreams of trains we had

a convention stop, but due to our
finances, and the fact that we had
visited less than a year before, we
passed on it. Though, for anyone
who may be visiting the area in the
future, it is well worth the five-dollar
admission fee. The highlight of the
museum is the NYC ES on display.
You can actually sit in the cab and
watch the trains go by. Instead, we
made our museum visit to the New
Buffalo Museum, located in an exPere Marquette depot, located in a
repurposed engine service terminal.
The CSX line between Grand Rapids (Michigan) and Chicago passes
by this depot, just across a small
field. The depot features much local
history, some railroad memorabilia
and a model railroad based on the
New Buffalo area when the engine
terminal was still in business.
After meeting J.R., we got the
grand tour of the place, then got in
our cars and headed south. Our
destination was Chesterton , IN, with
trips to Porter and Portage, IN as
well. We took US12 from New Buffalo, passing through downtown
Michigan City. We managed to
catch a Chicago, South Shore and
South Bend GP38 2004, running
light across the road at grade, just
south of town. Continuing on to
o-...+.........
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Norfolk Southern's Elkhart
Yard's north side is paralleled by a busy road that follows it from the middle of
South Bend all the way into
downtown Elkhart. Due to
road construction on the
road that I normally take to the Elkhart Amtrak station, we took a detour. Not following any kind of
posted route, we managed to pass
right under the yard, then take a
side street over to the main street
through town . We were pulling up
to a stoplight, when the railroad
gates came down, as an inbound
(to the yard) train approached. Just
as the second engine entered the
crossing, the light turned green, allowing us to pace the train just long
enough to get some interesting

during the trip had realistic sound
effects, that same CN line being
only about a quarter mile or less
from our campsite providing free
accompaniment.
After sleeping in on Monday morning, we got up and on our way
quickly, since we were due to meet
another railfan friend , J.R. who
knew our destinations that day and
how to get to them far better than
either of us. The New York Central
Museum in Elkhart was planned as
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see two eastbound freights. After
they passed by, the track was given
to a signal maintainer, and we realized there wouldn't be any action for
a while. This prompted us to head
over to the CSX line, in Willow
Springs, spending a couple hours in
a park to see three trains, before
again MOW crews brought everything to a halt. Figuring that was
the end of the action there, we
drove over to Chesterton, parked in
a lot just north of downtown , and
south of the tracks. Ironically, the
first thing we saw was a NS hirailer. Then, over the scanner, we
heard there was going to be activity
on Amtrak soon.
Stay Tuned for Part II next month .. .
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The World ol Train Simulator By Jonathan Schoen
The Santa Fe; not to much in terms of
Train Simulator has been made to truly
honor this railroad. Although, there are
many routes available to that are BNSF
ex-Santa Fe routes, they all are based
on somewhat modern BNSF operations. You can run Santa Fe trains on
Cajon Pass, Tehachapi Pass and the
Surf Line, but rarely are the routes and
trains based on authentic Santa Fe operations. Don't get me wrong, BNSF is
a great railroad and there are few things
cooler than running trains that you can
see today. But for the die-hard Santa Fe
fan, it's nice to take a break from Dash
9-44CWs and run some FP45s. If this
describes you, than I
have some great news, I
just saved a bunch of
money on my auto insurance by switching to intermodals! ! ! No, seriously, it's Santa Fe All
the Way with Stream
Line's Seligman Sub.

equipment, SLI has included two B408s, two Dash-9-44CWs (Warbonnet),
two FP45s (Warbonnet paint), one
GP35, and three SD40-2s (one being a
snoot nose). To top it off, the route
comes with 40 pieces of appropriate
rolling stock, and all locos have beautiful custom cabs.
The route is mostly based in Arizona,
which means dessert running, but there
is a surprising amount of variety
throughout the route. Over the 150
miles, you do everything from doing
straight shots across dessert to weaving
through mountains, to cruising along-

The Seligman Sub was
built as part of Santa Fe's
mainline between Chicago and Los Angeles.
This has always been a
!ine of heavy traffic, and
today serves well over 40
trains a day ranging from TWO GP35S LEAD A LOCAL SHORTLY AFTER CROSSING
hot intermodal to locals. THE COLORADO RIVER ON STREAM LINES SELIGMAN
The subdivision contains SUB . SCREENSHOT B Y ..JONATHAN SCHOEN
trackage from Winslow,
AZ to Needles, CA (a
few miles west of the CA I A_Z border).
side the Colorado River (which proSLI has chosen to model 150 mile secvides the border between California
tion from Needles to the subs namesake
and Arizona). Also, although the route
town of Seligman as it appeared beis double-tracked, there a points where
tween 1993 and 1995. During this time
there is significant height and distance
the completely double-tracked line
between the two mains, making for
from Seligman to Needles was Autoslightly different operations for each
matic Block System. These were the
direction, The scenery detail is some of
final great years of the Santa Fe, as
the best available, and the track itself
Burlington Northern would purchase
has fairly realistic textures. The while
the railroad in early 1996. This was
rolling along, grade variations are
when Santa Fe was painting locos in
hardly noticeable and well done. With
the red and silver Warbonnet scheme
graphics turned up decently, signals
for their Super Fleet, primarily for use
can easily been seen from a mile and a
half away. One complaint I do have
on Santa Fe's hot intermodals. As for

regarding graphics is that the curves in
the track tend to look like a bunch of
straight sections rather than true curves.
However, this may change with future
ScaleRail conversion from 3D Trains.
As put above, there is both
straight running and mountain terrain
that you must negotiate. The line primarily gains elevation as you head east,
meaning plenty of notch 8 action heading east and dynamic breaking heading
west. In fact, heading west you will
seldom use your throttle. However, be
ready to power up your horses when
you hit those uphill grades, because
they do come. The dispatcher gives you
directions over the radio, often responding to a member of your crew,
making the simulations that-muchmore realistic. You also hear a few
talking detectors along the way. There
are plenty of train meets on the double
track line, along with the occasion of
having to wait in the bole to be overtaken by a train with higher priority.
The activities are full of trains and
challenges. There are four activities
where power long distance trains (one ·
of which is 5 hours long), as well as a
5-activity local run.
This is really a fun route with realistic
operations which challenge your engineering skills. The trains handle very
realistically with SLI's excellent locomotives and rolling stock. This route,
along with their other products, are
helping to showcase Stream Lines Inc.
as one of the best in the MSTS market.
You can purchase the route for about
$30 at www.StreamLines.ca. Also, on
the site you can buy additional Santa Fe
locos, along with CSX and BN locos,
and CSX and UP SD70ACe locomotives. As for the Seligman Sub, I highly
recommend it to all Santa Fe fans and
anyone else interested in dessert-based
freight operations. •
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Trains to 0w ere
HY: STEVEN GOEHRING

Greetings, hello, and good to meet you
to all my fellow TAMR members. I
may be new to the T AMR, but after
reading Peter's request for more Hotbox material, I looked over a few old
issues of Model Railroader and decided
to do for the Hotbox what colunrnist
Tony Koester has done for MR. Basically, this is hopefully the first article
in a long-lasting, monthly column
about everything from how to
make perfect scale Striped
Maple trees to why all of the
big model locomotive manufacturers of today like F-units
so much.

town on my layout is Wellsboro, the
county seat of Tioga County, Pennsylvania.
And what, you ask, is in Tioga county?
To sum it up quickly, Tioga County is
home to trees, the famous Wellsboro
gaslights, trees, the Grand Canyon of
PA, trees, and not much else. Welcome to nowhere.

Maybe not quite nowhere. Tioga

Now back to my railroad. It is called the
Wellsboro, Ansonia & Galeton RR and is
about a 9x6 foot railroad with a 3x3 extension fo' the Y"d in Goleton. Tn fit oil
of this ra1lroadmg mto the space I have, 1t
is done in N scale. Currently, the far side
of the layout is nearly complete, showing
the extremely compressed Wellsboro &
Corning route. This is called the Wellsboro Branch. There are tracks in the center of the layo tit, forming a sort of ring
around the access hatch in the center.
There is no scenery here yet, but the socalled Westfield Branch is coming along
nicely, just as the Wellsboro Branch did
when I started the layout after Christmas
of2004.
Future expansion will include a
small staging yard in Galeton, and
a logging railroad running through
· some very familiar (at least for
me) scenery. I really enjoy working on the railroad, because all of
it is based on familiar territory,
", although that territory is kind of
far from my home.

I am currently 15 years·old
and living in the Lehigh Valley region of Pennsylvania.
As far as my railroad goes, I
was planning on modeling
A video is currently available to
~ool §uper e~cellent* (CSX)
view or download form www.
until I discovered a file of hisTAMR.org's
new Train Videos
torical documents on a
page
showing
the Wellsboro
short line in north-central PA.
Branch
and
my
guilty little secret
I dropped interest in modern
that
throws
ballast
in. the face of
A
Pennsylvania
E2b
with
a
fictional
E2b
cabless
booster
behind
ii
cruises
past
the
lines such as :Qsually
Wellsboro Diner while a Penn Central RS1 brings a few spare coal gons north from prototypical railroading. "Really,
~arked*, ~o §teamers* and
the Antrim, PA coal fields. Photo by Author.
Steven," you say, "That wasn't
_!!unsnuff* (I'll let you transreeeeeeally
a GO 1, was it?" I just
late those) and picked up on
County was once as rich in railroad
grin
sheepishly
in
response.
the Wellsville, Addison & Galeton
heritage as it is rich in hunting, fishing,
Railroad.
and hiking today. It and neighboring
Oooooops, I just let the cat(enary)* out
Potter County played host to many log- of the bag. The truth is, I did get a large
Ok, enough ugly puns. Remember,
ging lines, and Tioga was the home of a side interest in Pennsylvania RR elecreaders, I assume no liability whatsolarge coal route. All of this was contrics, so I began to put up catenary poles
ever for the slightly rusty puns I am
nected by the forme.i Buffalo & Susand run electric locos.
prone to putting in my articles. If you
quehanna route, which became the
ever see a * in any of my articles, beWellsville, Addison & Galeton in 1955. While PRR electrics are my current
ware. It marks a potentially rusty
By 1976, which is my prototype date,
choice of power, CSX diesels and power
pun.
the Penn Central was being replaced by specific to the Wellsville, Addison &
Conrail in running the only service to
Galeton are also running on my railroad.
Anyway, where, exactly, is this WellsWellsboro and the WAG was in deThe
Weary Lackawanna* also makes an
ville, Addison & Galeton Railroad?
cline. Today, the WAG is gone, and
appearance,
since it interchanges with the
Well, ifl told you it was a shortline
the Wellsboro & Corning RR has reWAG.
from Westfield, PA to Galeton, PA, I
placed Conrail. The Tioga Central opwould probably cause a lot of confuerates excursion trams ewer the W&C's
Next train to nowhere departing next
sion. Aside from the two towns menroute.
month!•
tioned above, the only other major
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COLUMN ON SOUTHERN PACIFIC

EQUIPMENT

By: Benjamin Hawken

•
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mountain pass lines that get a lot of
I normally start off with just talking
snow in the winter. The SP equipped
about the subject, but this month, besome of the GP38-2 's with icicle
fore I do that, I would like to talk about
breakers and other items. The units
the new Union Pacific idea to get the
that had those items were: 4817, 4839licensing fees for stuff that 's painted in
4841 & 4843 . These units would be
their predecessors paint schemes by
on the lead unit on the flanger service.
painting up new locomotives in the old
They were also used on various asschemes like CNW, WP, SP, SSW,
signments that required slow speeds.
DRGW, MKT and the list goes on!
For example two of them were used
This is out of hand . If the model railon a rail grinding train east of Roseroad industry tries to stop this by not
ville in May 1986.
agreeing with UP and then get sued by
UP and are forced to pay or stop makWhen they were first bought they
ing the items, they would either inwere put " under raps" in Eugene, Orecrease the prices or stop making their
gon in the
products!
\
80 's during
I'm pretty
~ _ .
sure that
- · --- · .. -«· ~'" -'-··the reces~~~ sion. The
young
people
wanting
to start in
the
· SP covered
hobby,
the locobut the
· · ~, motive unrailroad
AT RED BLUFF , CA. PHOTO BY ROBERT H AW KEN SR .
der a big
they want
sheet of
to model
is more expensive than the other railplastic and then put in storage in the
road that doesn' t have a licensing fee,
yard . When the Union Pacific took
over the SP the units were still used .
won' t be able to buy the stuff they
To this day in the winter you can go to
want. I'm an SP fan and I have had to
Roseville yard and see the GP38-2 's
choose what I want to buy. Do I want
lined up at the diesel servicing tracks
to get the proto 2000 SD45 or the Atwith a flanger behind them or in
hearn SD45T-2? This is a time where
Truckee, Ca on the balloon track
you should send a letter to your repreready to go back over the hill. All the
sentative in congress saying that they
units have been either patched or reshould help the model railroad industry
painted. The locomotives will be
by making a law that stops a railroad
probably be rebuilt by the UP because
from pushing a license that will make
the SP never rebuilt them while they
the model railroad industry lose more
owned them. Next month: TE70-4S
money that helps the economy rise.
Thank you and now to the article about
Questions or comments? Sent them to
the GP38-2 .
me by either email or mail at the addresses below.
The Southern Pacific bought 45 of the
Email: southernpacificfreak@yahoo.
EMD GP38-2 model for branch line
com or
work because of their nonSP Equipment
turbocharged engine was perfect for the
3366 WebWob Way
job. They also used them for snow
Shingle Springs, Ca 95682
fighting use with the flangers on their
GP3S ~ 2
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Top Seven ways to bring
railroading to school.
#7. Walk through the
halls saying "chuggachugga", while making a
sideways arm motion.
#6. Instead of raising you
hand to answer a question, use brakeman hand
signals.
#5. Talk to everyone like a
defect detector.
#4. There's no better fashion statement than
striped coveralls.
#3. At random points in
the day tell the teacher
you've "outlawed", then
leave the classroom.
#2. Start a petition to
change the school mascot
to the Fighting Chessies.
And the number one way
to bring railroading to
school .....
Three words: Personal Air
Horn

Conducted By: Georqe Baustert

THE FIMAL MOYES
Hi, my name is George and I've been modeling railroads for over
sixty years. I'd like to share with you a small layout (4"x 64" ), that is
called The Puzzle. It is called this because it takes 54 moves to complete the switching operations due to the restrictive size of the layout,
using 40' cars and an SW switcher. The operations consist of swapping the cars of a four car train, on the main, with four cars spotted on
the two stub sidings, at the rear of the layout. Ending-up with those
'cars and the loco reassembled into a train that is headed in the opposite direction from the start position. Let's st.art with last month' s final move.

\..

BE

The loco backs up to the left with the empty box car until it
clears the turnout points of the right hand crossover.

L

~

£

BE

The loco moves to the right & shoves the empty box car forward until it couples onto the full reefer that is spotted at the
end of the spur siding.
The loco moves to the right, pushing the empty box car until it
couples onto the full box car & full reefer. The full reefer is
then uncoupled from the empty reefer that is spotted at the
right end of the spur.

!OE.

EJ~

The loco backs up, through the left hand crossover & onto the
left end of the main, clear of the turnout points of the
left hand crossover.

•
The loco backs up to the left, pulling the three cars into the left
hand crossover until they are clear of the right hand
crossover turnout points.

I

C?lL?

Finally, the loco moves forward, to the right & picks up the
empty tank car & empty hopper on the fly & then couples
them onto the full box car & full reefer that are spotted on the
right end of the mainline.

•

Now the loco moves forward, to the right & shoves the three
cars through the right hand crossover & spots the full box car
& reefer on the right end of the mainline.

After the brakes are pumped off & the train inspection has
been completed, the train ~.J<eady to roll,
back in the other direction: from when · it came.•
#·
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TH C: .T AMR IS A

NON-PROr'. T

ORGANIZATION CREATED TC PROMOTE, rCSTER, AND ENCOURAGE YOUNG PERSONS IN THE HOBBY Cr

MODEL RAILROADING, THE ACTIVITY Or RAILrANNING, ANO THE PRESERVATION Or THE HISTORY, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
THEREOF'.
MEMBERSHIP TC THE TAMR INCLUDES AN ELEVEN MONTH SUBSCRIPTION TO THE HOTBOX, THE ANNUAL DIRECTORY Cr MEM BERS, "1UARTERLY REGIONAL NEWSLETTERS ANO AN ELECTION TO PARTICIPATE IN ALL TAMR EVENTS.
SHIP CATEGOR I E S ARE AS rCLLCWS:

REGULAR (UNDER 2 1)-$1 5 , ASSOCIATE 12 1

THE AVAILABLE MEMBER-

ANO CVER)-$20, INTERNATIONAL (OUTSIDE

US l -$1 B

To BECOME A

PART Or THE TAMR , CR TO RENEW, SEND YOUR INrORMATICN TC:

TIM VERMANDE, TAMR PIVOT P I N, 6 1 00 OHIO OR. APT.

1 61 1, PLANO, TX 7 5 0 2 4 , USA

OFTER GOOD WHY SUPPLIES LAST, NEGATIVE E"1UITY APPLIED TO NEW LOAN BALANCE , MUST TAKE DELIVERY Cr DEALER STOCK,

I SEE

STC~E rCR COMPLETE DETAILS. No PURCHASE NECESSARY, VOID WHERE PROHIBITED.

REGULATIONS , ANO THE BEST DARN RESTAURANTS IN CARSONVILLE, Ml SEND A

ARE AT ALL UNSATISF'IEO WITH THIS HOTBOX, PLEASE RETURN UNUSED PORTION FOR A
THANK YOU!

COMING SOON TO am11 mmammal
•Part 2 of the tummer convention report.
·Photo aclvlce from Tim Vermancle •
•Hlttorp of Connedlcut ·rallroaclt.

CO~ING SOON TO 11m11111m111
-Winter Convention time It not far off!
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FOR A

COMPLETE LIST Cr RULES,

55AE80R TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS .

ua

I r YOU

COMPLETE BLOW-OFF" BY OUR STAF'F.

